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Initial adsorption of Co on Cu„001…: A first-principles investigation

Rossitza Pentcheva and Matthias Scheffler
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany

~Received 4 January 2002; published 3 April 2002!

We present total-energy calculations for the initial adsorption of Co on Cu~001!. By studying different
adsorption geometries we find that the substitutional adsorption is strongly favored compared to the on-surface
adsorption at a fourfold hollow site. The electronic and structural effects actuating this tendency are analyzed.
We investigated the coverage dependence of the adsorption energy and find that it is particularly favorable for
low coverages~u,0.25 ML! while at higher coverages we predict the formation of compact islands. In
addition the paper also explores the influence of magnetism. We find that magnetic Co adatoms induce a weak
spin polarization in the substrate with an oscillatory character: nearest Cu adatoms couple parallel while
next-nearest adatoms couple antiparallel. However, we find that spin polarization has little influence on the
energetic trends. Due to the tendency of deposited Co to adsorb substitutionally, it follows that under initial
growth conditions two different mobile adatom sorts will be on the surface, on-surface Co~not yet incorporated
substitutionally! as well as Cu created by the already substitutionally incorporated Co. The role of the substi-
tutional Co atoms as pinning centers for subsequent island nucleation is investigated quantitatively.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.155418 PACS number~s!: 68.55.2a, 68.35.2p, 71.20.Be, 75.70.Rf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental techniques like atomic force and scann
tunneling microscopy and theoretical approaches based
the density-functional theory~DFT! represent a powerfu
tool to study the early stages of growth on an atomic sc
The current understanding of epitaxial growth is that dep
ited atoms diffuse between high-symmetry on-surface s
and typically island nuclei are formed due to binary co
sions where often a dimer represents a stable island.1 How-
ever, it is questionable whether this picture applies also in
case of heteroepitaxy and, indeed, it was shown that in
case other scenarios may become relevant:2,3 e.g., it is pos-
sible that the diffusing adatom exchanges sites with a s
strate atom and is incorporated in the substrate layer,
thus already the monomer constitutes a stable nucleus.
stitutional adsorption and possibly even the formation o
surface alloy can occur even for materials that are imm
cible in the bulk as recently reported, for example, for Na
Al ~100! and Al~111!,4,5 Mn on Cu~001!,6 Fe on Cu~001!,7

and Cr on Fe~001!.8,9

Co on Cu~001! is another system where intermixing wa
observed.10 As shown in a recent combined scanning tunn
ing microscoy ~STM! and ab initio study11 the thermally
activated exchange processes have surprising consequ
on the growth of Co on Cu~001!. A bimodal growth mode
with respect to island sizes and chemical composition w
predicted theoretically and evidenced in a CO-titration
periment and in the island-size distribution from STM. T
main features of this growth mode are large copper isla
with Co decoration at the edges and a high density of sm
Co islands. The role of substitutional Co atoms as centers
island nucleation and the high mobility of the kicked-o
copper atoms were identified as the microscopic mechan
that initiate thebimodalgrowth.

In this paper we establish a connection between the e
getic trends reported in Ref. 11 and the underlying electro
and magnetic effects. Furthermore, we extend our stud
0163-1829/2002/65~15!/155418~11!/$20.00 65 1554
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the coverage dependence of the adsorption energy and
change of work function upon adsorption. The paper is or
nized as follows. Details on the calculations are given in S
II. Two different adsorption geometries are studied for su
monolayer cobalt coverages in Sec. III: on-surface adso
tion, where the adatom occupies a fourfold hollow sites
the surface, and substitutional, where it exchanges sites
a substrate atom and is incorporated in the substrate la
The energetic trends are explained in the light of the str
tural and electronic effects that take place upon adsorpt
In Sec. IV we investigate different coverages~0,Q<1 ML!
to identify the importance of the adatom-adatom vers
adatom-substrate interaction. We further consider the sta
ity of monolayer-thick surface alloys against phase sepa
tion in compact Co islands and its dependence on cover
The influence of magnetism on the energetic trends and
magnetic properties of the adsorbate systems are discuss
Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI we investigate the role of th
substituted cobalt atoms as nucleation centers for diffus
Co and Cu adatoms on the surface and the consequence
the surface morphology. Parallels and differences to ot
heteroepitaxial systems like alkali on Al~100! and Al~111!
~Refs. 4 and 5! and 3d transition-metal adatoms on Fe~001!
~Ref. 9! are discussed. The results are summarized
Sec. VII.

II. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

Our calculations are performed using density-functio
theory with the exchange-correlation functional treated in
local-density approximation~LDA !.12 For the magnetic sys
tems we performed spin-polarized calculations in the lo
spin-density approximation~LSDA!. We also examined the
possible importance of nonlocal exchange and correla
effects by employing the generalized-gradient approximat
~GGA! in the parametrization of Perdew, Burke, an
Ernzerhof.13 The results show that for our study the LDA an
GGA give the same energetic trends. More details on
issue will be discussed in the Appendix.
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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ROSSITZA PENTCHEVA AND MATTHIAS SCHEFFLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 155418
The eigenvalue problem was solved applying the fu
potential linearized augmented-plane-wave~FP-LAPW!
method as implemented in theWIEN97 code.14,15 The surface
is simulated by repeated slabs separated in thez direction by
a vacuum region. Co is adsorbed on both sides of the s
strate. Geometries are optimized by damped New
dynamics16 and the relaxations are given with respect to
interlayer spacing of a Cu crystal.

The lateral lattice parameter of the Cu substrate was s
the value calculated for a fcc copper crystal~nonrelativistic
calculation!, aCu53.55 Å. We note that the calculated lattic
constant of the substrate is 1.6% smaller than the meas
one (3.61 Å), 0.1% of which reflects our neglect of zer
point vibrations in the theory. We chose a muffin tin~MT!
radius ofRCu

MT52.20 bohrs for the Cu atoms and a slight
smaller radiusRCo

MT52.15 bohrs for the Co atoms to preve
overlap of the MT spheres upon the strong relaxation fou
for some systems.

The Cu~001! surface was modeled by a five-layer copp
slab which ensures that the interaction of the adsorb
through the substrate is negligible for the questions of in
est in this paper. The thickness of the vacuum between
repeated slabs amounts to 18 Å. The cutoff parameters
in the LAPW calculation are summarized shortly in the fo
lowing, for more details the reader is referred to a previo
work:32 in the muffin tin spheres the wave functions we
expanded in spherical harmonics with an angular momen
up to l max

wf 510. Nonspherical contributions to the electro
density and potential within the MTs were considered up
l max
pot 54. The cutoff for the Fourier-series expansion of t

interstitial electron density and potential was chosen to
Gmax512.0 bohr21 and the cutoff for the plane wave bas
set Ecut515.6 Ry. The Brillouin-zone integration was pe
formed with a specialki-point set generated after the schem
of Monkhorst and Pack.17 An accuracy better than 1% i
obtained by using 144ki points in the Brillouin zone~BZ!
for a p(131) structure. For the bigger unit cells,c(232),
p(232), andp(333), we use a corresponding mesh of 10
36, and 16ki points in the BZ, respectively, so as to obta
the same sampling in reciprocal space. For energy dif
ences the numerical accuracy is better than 0.02 eV per a

The bulk and free atom energies needed as a referen
determine the adsorption energy@see Eq.~1!# were calcu-
lated for the same LAPW parameters as in the slab calc
tions. For the bulk calculation 104k points in the irreducible
wedge of the BZ were used. The isolated atom was simula
in a box with next-nearest-neighbor distance of 15 bohrs
avoid an interaction between atoms in the neighboring u
cells. The cohesive energies for fcc Cu and Co within LD
~4.50 eV and 6.48 eV, respectively! are in good agreemen
with previous calculations18 and by 1.0 eV and 2.09 eV
higher than the experimental values cited therein. We n
that the overestimation of the cohesive energy compare
experiment is a well-known effect of LDA.

III. ON-SURFACE VERSUS SUBSTITUTIONAL SITE:
STRUCTURAL, ENERGETIC, AND ELECTRONIC TRENDS

Experimental results10,11 suggest that after deposition o
submonolayer coverages of Co on Cu~001! the surface is
15541
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intermixed. However, due to the interplay of electronic a
geometric effects, the chemical nature of atoms and the c
position of islands can typically not be identified unambig
ously if only STM-topography data are available. Therefo
we performed total-energy calculations for two different a
sorption geometries—on-surface with a Co atom on a
hollow site and substitutional with the Co atom incorporat
in the substrate layer—and found that the substitutional
sorption is strongly favored.11 In this section we discuss th
energetic stability and the electronic and structural effe
accompanying the adsorption process.

The geometries of ap(232) structure with Co atoms on
a fcc hollow or substitutional site, marked as Cu(001)-p(2
32)-Co and Cu(001)-p(232)-Co-sub, respectively, ar
shown in Fig. 1. For the on-surface adsorption in ap(2
32) geometry we found a substantial reduction~16%! of the
distance between adsorbate and substrate layer with res
to the interlayer spacing of the copper crystal, causing
energy gain of 0.28 eV compared to the unrelaxed struct
This relaxation is connected with a decrease of the ne
nearest Co-Cu neighbor distance by 8% compared to
interatomic distance in fcc Cu bulk. On the other hand
Cu(001)-p(232)-Co-sub the adatom relaxes27% ~in-
wards!, while the Cu atoms in the surface layer relax b
23%. Thus the relative relaxation of the Co adatom w
respect to the Cu surface layer is24%. The energy gain due
to relaxation is negligible in this case.

Epitaxial growth is a nonequilibrium situation. Howeve
if the deposition rate is not too high, structures in loc
thermal equilibrium can evolve. For this reason we det
mine stable and metastable geometries with respect to
adsorption energy per cobalt adatom; e.g., if 0.25 ML
cobalt are adsorbed on the surface the adsorption energyEad

is defined as

Ead5
1

2
~ECu(001)22NCuECu-bulk12NCoECo-atom

2ECu(001)-(232)-Co!. ~1!

HereECu(001) andECu(001)-(232)-Co are the total energies of
clean copper surface and the adsorbate system, respect
ECu-bulk is the fcc bulk energy of Cu, andECo-atom is the
energy of the free-spin-polarized Co atom. The factor of1

2 in
Eq. ~1! accounts for the presence of two surfaces of the s
The adsorption energy for the on-surface adsorption (NCu

50, NCo51) is Eon-surf
ad 53.94 eV. For substitutional adsorp

tion, where the cobalt atom exchanges a copper atom

FIG. 1. Side view of a Cu(001)-p(232)-Co structure with Co
adatoms at~a! on-surface hollow and~b! substitutional adsorption
sites.
8-2
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INITIAL ADSORPTION OF Co ON Cu~001!: A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155418
the substrate layer, the expelled Cu adatom is assume
diffuse to a step and be rebound at a kink site where
energy equals the cohesive energy of copper19 (NCu5NCo

51). In this case we obtainEsub
ad 55.26 eV; i.e., the substi

tutional adsorption is energetically favored by 1.32 eV ov
the on-surface adsorption.

The substitutional adsorption, as defined in Eq.~1!, can be
considered as a composite process, consisting of the rem
of a surface Cu atom, the adsorption of the Co adatom
the so-formed surface vacancy, and the subsequent ad
tion of the Cu atom at a kink site of a copper step or isla
This scenario is very likely because the copper adatoms
quite mobile20 and therefore should be able to reach ste
which exist on the surface under normal growth conditio
We also considered an intermediate state of the compo
process where the kicked out Cu adatom occupies a four
hollow site as a nearest neighbor of the embedded Co a
@see Fig. 10~a!#. For 0.11 ML of Co in ap(333) geometry
the energy difference between the on-surface Co
intermediate-state configuration amounts to 0.72 eV, co
pared to 1.36 eV for the final state of the exchange proc
as defined in Eq.~1!. Thus, the remaining 0.64 eV is th
energy gain of the copper adatom at a kink site compare
Cu as a nearest neighbor of the embedded Co atom.
recent second-moment tight-binding approximation~TB-
SMA! study, where theN-body potentials were fitted to ex
perimental elastic constants and first-principles values,
vanovet al.21 found the energy gain between the initial~on-
surface! and intermediate state~which they called ‘‘direct’’
exchange! to be 0.50 eV, which gives the same qualitati
trend as the DFT-LDA result.

In order to understand this result one has to keep in m
that thed states of cobalt take part in the chemical bondin
Thus, cobalt prefers to occupy a highly coordinated site
the on-surface adsorption geometry the cobalt adatom
four Cu neighbors, whereas in the substitutional adsorp
the Co atom has eight nearest neighbors. The electronic
fects connected with the adsorption of cobalt are displaye
Figs. 2 and 3. The solid lines represent the muffin tin con
butions to the total density of states~DOS! of the Co adatom

FIG. 2. The muffin tin contributions to the total density of stat
of the Co adatom and its Cu nearest-neighbor@Cu~S!-NN# in
Cu(001)-p(232)-Co ~solid line! and of the corresponding C
atom in the clean Cu~001! surface~dashed line!. The calculated
DOS were broadened by a Gaussian with a width of 2s50.2 eV.
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and its nearest~NN! and next-nearest~NNN! Cu neighbors
in the surface and subsurface layer for both adsorption
ometries. The position of the Fermi level relative to t
peaks in the density of states determines the occupatio
the states and the nature of bonding. For a free-stand
Co-p(232) layer ~not shown here! the Fermi level crosses
the narrow atomiclike 3d band close to the peak maximum
In the adsorbate systems the interaction with the subst
leads to a broadening of the Cod band and a relative shif
towards lower energies and a lower DOS at the Fermi le
This effect is particularly distinct for the substitutional si
and can be directly related to the stronger bonding at
substitutional geometry.

The adsorption of cobalt on the surface invokes sign
cant changes in the DOS of the substrate surface. The
contributions of the substrate atoms to the total DOS bef
and after adsorption are plotted in Figs. 2 and 3 with a so
and dashed line, respectively. In the case of on-surface
sorption~Fig. 2! the DOS of copper in the substrate surfa
layer is reduced at the top of thed band and thed band is
slightly broadened. Additionally we observe an enhancem
at the position of the Cod band near the Fermi level whic
indicates the hybridization of the substratesp bands with the
adsorbated band. For the substitutional adsorption, Fig.
the strongest changes occur for the nearest neighbor in
surface layer@Cu~S!-NN#: filling the vacancy with a Co ada
tom leads to a broadening of the Cud band and a substantia
reduction of the DOS at the top of thed band, resulting
in a shift of thed-band center of mass towards lower ene
gies. The adsorption-induced changes in the next-nea
neighbors in the surface layer@Cu~S!-NNN# and the neares

FIG. 3. The muffin tin contributions to the total density of stat
of the Co adatom and the neighboring Cu atoms in Cu(001)-p(2
32)-Co-sub~solid line! and of the corresponding Cu atoms in
p(232) vacancy structure~dashed line!. The nearest and next
nearest neighbors of the Co atom in the surface layer are labele
Cu~S!-NN and Cu~S!-NNN, respectively, while the nearest neigh
bor from the subsurface layer is Cu~S-1!-NN. The calculated DOS
were broadened by a Gaussian with a width of 2s50.2 eV.
8-3
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ROSSITZA PENTCHEVA AND MATTHIAS SCHEFFLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 155418
neighbors in the subsurface layer@Cu~S-1!-NN# are signifi-
cantly smaller and for Cu~S!-NNN have even the opposit
character.

Additional insight into the bonding nature can be gain
from Fig. 4 showing the change in the electron density up
adsorption. For the on-surface adsorptionDn(r ) is given
with respect to the clean Cu~001! surface and a free-standin
Co-p(232) monolayer and for the substitutional adsorpti
with respect to a vacancy structure and a free-standingp(2
32)-Co monolayer with Co and Cu atoms at the corr
sponding positions as in the Co adsorbate system.
electron-density plots show that the perturbation caused
the adsorption does not reach very far into the substrate
is essentially restricted to the neighboring Cu atoms. In b
cases charge is transferred from the vacuum side of the
sorbate towards the interstitial region with a pronounced
cumulation of electron charge between the Co adatom an
Cu neighbors. For the on-surface adsorption the bonds
formed between the adsorbate and the Cu atoms of the
Cu layer while for the substitutional adsorption the bonds
formed both with the Cu atoms of the top Cu layer and
Cu neighbors from the subsurface layer. Due to the elec
charge accumulation on the line between the adatom and
neighbors, the bonding mechanism shows a directional co
lent character.

FIG. 4. Electron density difference n(r )2nref(r )
2nCo-p(232)(r ) of a p(232) structure with Co adatom at on
surface ~upper panel! or substitutional~lower panel! adsorption
sites.n(r ), nref(r ), andnCo-p(232)(r ) are the electron densities o
the adsorbate system, the reference system@clean Cu~001! or va-
cancy structure#, and a free Co-(232) monolayer. The grey region
correspond to regions of electron-density increase while region
electron-density depletion are marked only by contour lines. T
contour lines start at6231023 bohr23 and have a separation o
431023 bohr23. The plots show a cross section along the~100!

and (11̄0) planes. The top view of the surface unit cell with th
direction of the cut is given schematically in the left corner of ea
picture.
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IV. DEPENDENCE OF Ead ON COVERAGE

The above discussion dealt with the adsorption of 0
monolayers of Co on Cu~001!. We also studied the interpla
of the adatom-adatom versus adatom-substrate interac
for different Co coverages. In Fig. 5 the adsorption ene
Ead is plotted as a function of the adsorbate coverage. Fo
coverages the adsorption energy for the substitutional sit
higher than the one for the fcc hollow site and thus t
former is always more favorable than the latter.

A further aspect that needs to be considered is whether
surface alloys formed through substitutional adsorption
stable against separation into compact islands. In the limi
1 ML the two adsorbate configurations coincide. The adso
tion energy of a sufficiently large compact island, where
contribution of the side walls is small, can be expressed
the one of thep(131) cobalt monolayer on Cu~001!, which
equals 5.38 eV. Figure 5 shows that the substitutional ads
tion always competes with the formation of compact islan
However, forQ<0.25 ML the probability that Co adatom
meet and form islands is low. In this case, single cobalt a
toms prefer to adsorb substitutionally and achieve a hig
coordination of Cu atoms~8 compared to 4 for the on
surface adsorption!. However, Co-Co bonds are stronger th
Co-Cu bonds. Therefore at higher coverages which co
spond to shorter adsorbate-adsorbate distances the int
tion between the localizedd orbitals becomes important an
a close-packed Co structure will be attained. In agreem
with previous theoretical studies22 a c(232)-surface alloy of
cobalt on Cu~001! is unstable against phase separation. Fa
benderet al.10 and Chambliss and Johnson7 proposed re-
cently that the surface intermixing of Co or Fe on Cu~001! is
a result of the difference of the surface free energies of
contributing materials. However, our calculations show t
the difference of surface energies is rather the driving fo
towards the thermodynamic equilibrium configuration,
compact bilayer thick Co island capped by copper.32 The
substitutional adsorption represents an alternative only
low coverages when the Co adatoms whose mobility is

of
e

h

FIG. 5. The adsorption energyEad in eV per Co atom as a
function of coverage for a Co adatom on a fcc hollow~triangles up!
and a substitutional~solid squares! site. In the limit ofQ51.0 ML
the adsorption energy of a Co adlayer on Cu~001! represents an
estimate ofEad of a large compact Co island.
8-4
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INITIAL ADSORPTION OF Co ON Cu~001!: A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 155418
stricted by higher diffusion barriers23,24 do not feel the pres-
ence of other Co atoms.

The adsorption of alkali-metal atoms~e.g., Na! on
Al ~001! and Al~111! ~Refs. 4 and 5! was the first example o
surface alloying of immiscible materials. However, conce
ing the coverage dependence, the situation for Na on Al~001!
is the opposite compared to Co on Cu~001!: Substitutional
adsorption does not occur for single adatoms, but only a
the coverage has reached a critical value. In this case in
mixing is driven by the strong electrostatic repulsion b
tween the adatoms where the adsorption at substituti
sites enables a better screening and thus reduces the el
static interaction. In the case of Co on Cu~001! the changes
of the work function,DF, with respect to the work function
of the bare surfaceFCu(001)54.78 eV are much lower than
for alkali metal adsorbates. Consequently, the induced dip
moments, which are given by the Helmholz equatio
m}DF/Q, are small and the electrostatic interactions do
play a significant role on the stability of this system.

However, one can observe several interesting trend
Fig. 6 whereDF andm are plotted as a function of coverag
For the on-surface adsorptionDF is negative, and for the
substitutional adsorptionDF is positive. Since Co and Cu
have almost the same electronegativity~1.88 and 1.90, re-
spectively!, the change of the work function is a geomet

FIG. 6. The change of work functionDF in eV compared to the
clean Cu~001! surface and the induced dipole momentm in debye
as a function of coverage for a Co adatom on a fcc hollow~triangles
up! and a substitutional~filled squares! site. In the limit ofQ51.0
ML, DF andm correspond to the ones of a Co adlayer on Cu~001!.
15541
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effect. In the case of on-surface adsorption the result is
line with the observations for homoepitaxial metallic syste
where surface roughness leads to a reduction of the w
function25,26 as a consequence of the so-called Smo
chowsky smoothing. Analogous to findings for Na o
Al ~001!,27 for the on-surface adsorptionDF exhibits a non-
monotonic behavior as a function of coverage. At shor
distances, i.e., at higher coverages~e.g., above 0.5 ML!, the
effect of depolarization is responsible for the decrease
DF; namely, the repulsive electrostatic interaction is reduc
by a decrease of the dipole moment.

In contrast to the on-surface adsorption where the ada
lies above the surface, for the substitutional adsorption
adatom relaxes inwards (24%) with respect to the surfac
substrate layer and therefore the induced dipole moment
the opposite sign. Due to the better screening of the
rounding substrate atoms,DF and m show a much weake
dependence on coverage. Note that Fig. 6 assumes tha
Co coverage is always homogeneously distributed. In rea
in particular for the on-surface adsorption atQ>0.30 ML we
expect a phase transition towards compact Co islands. T
the work function will abruptly change to 5.31 eV for
p(131)-Co structure.

Finally we would like to mention, that intermixing for low
coverages goes together with surface strain relief. Pseu
morphic thin films of Co on Cu~001! with a thickness of 1–2
ML are subject to tensile strain due to the lattice mismatch
the two materials.28 In the dilute limit the incorporation of
single Co atoms in the substrate layer might represent a m
effective mechanism with respect to surface strain re
compared to the formation of compact on-surface isla
with a reduced in-plane lattice constant.29 As a consequence
the Co adatoms are expected to be homogeneously dis
uted on the surface and an intermixed surface layer is lik
to occur forQ<0.25 ML.

V. INFLUENCE OF MAGNETISM ON THE ADSORPTION
ENERGY

Since the ground state of cobalt is ferromagnetic, we
vestigate in this section the influence of magnetism on
stability of the studied systems. The adsorption energies
nonmagnetic and spin-polarized adsorbate systems as a
tion of coverage are plotted in Fig. 7. We see that the m
netic solutions are always more favorable than the nonm
netic. The energy gain due to spin polarization is somew
stronger in the case of on-surface adsorption compare
substitutional adsorption, e.g., forQ50.25 ML, DEon-surface

sp

50.27 eV andDEsubst
sp 50.20 eV. This effect can be ex

plained by the lower coordination of the adsorbate on
surface which results in a stronger localization of the Cod
states and a larger gain in magnetic energy. However,
energy difference of the two investigated adsorpti
geometries—on-surface and substitutional—changes by
than 0.1 eV for ap(232) unit cell if spin polarization is
considered:DENM

ad 51.32 eV for a nonmagnetic calculatio
compared toDEsp

ad51.24 eV for a spin-polarized calcula
tion. We note that in this paper we are interested in adso
8-5
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ROSSITZA PENTCHEVA AND MATTHIAS SCHEFFLER PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 155418
tion energychangesand relative stability of different adsor-
bate geometries. While quantitatively the results are affec
by magnetism, we find that both the magnetic and nonm
netic descriptions give the same qualitative trends—nam
the substitutional adsorption is lower in energy than the
surface—but with growing coverage becomes less favora
compared to the formation of compact cobalt islands.

Table I contains the magnetic moments of the cobalt a
tom in the two adsorbate geometries for different coverag
For the on-surface adsorption the magnetic momen
0.24mB higher than for the substitutional geometry. This r
flects the trend that a lower coordination leads to narrowed
bands and a higher density of states at the Fermi level w
according to the Stoner model enhances the tendency
wards magnetism. The same effect was observed f
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker~KKR! calculations of the mag
netic moments of isolated 3d impurities adsorbed on th
Cu~001! surface or in the substrate layer.30 The slightly
higher magnetic moments in Ref. 30 compared to our st
are due to structural differences: i.e., Langet al. used the
experimental lattice constant of copper~3.61 Å! and ne-
glected relaxations. Our calculations show that changing
lateral parameter from the theoretical LDA value for bulk C
~3.55 Å! to the theoretical GGA value~3.65 Å! leads to an

TABLE I. Magnetic moments of cobalt in the ferromagnet
systems in (mB) for different coverages in the on-surface and su
stitutional adsorbate geometries. ForQ51 ML the magnetic mo-
ment of ap(131) cobalt monolayer on Cu~001! was considered.

M (mB)
Q ~ML ! On-surface Substitutional

0.25 1.62 1.38
0.50 1.68 1.44
1.0 1.71 1.71

FIG. 7. The adsorption energyEad of a Co adatom on a fcc
hollow ~triangles up! and a substitutional~squares! site as a function
of coverage for nonmagnetic~open symbols! and ferromagnetic
~solid symbols! systems. In the limit ofQ51.0 ML both adsorbate
geometries coincide in a Co adlayer on Cu~001!.
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increase of the magnetic moment of 0.2mB . The strong re-
laxation of the Co adatom, adsorbed at a hollow site, towa
the substrate layer~216%! goes together with a reduction o
the magnetic moment.

The magnetic moment grows slightly with increasing co
erage for both adsorbate geometries which shows tha
shorter distances the magnetic coupling between the Co
toms gains importance. The increasing magnetic mom
comes along with a larger exchange splitting. This is in
cated in Fig. 8 by the fact that the separation between
centers of mass of the minority and majority Co bands
creases with coverage.

Insight into the spacial distribution of the spin density
both adsorbate geometries is given in Fig. 9 where cr
sections of the spin density along the~100! and (11̄0) planes
for a Co coverage of 0.25 ML are plotted. For the on-surfa
geometry the spin density around the Co adatom is m
expanded in the vacuum region. The spin polarization
duced in the substrate has a weak oscillatory character;
nearest neighbors couple ferromagnetically to the Co a
tom, while next-nearest neighbors couple antiferromagn
cally with an absolute value of the magnetic moment in
MT sphere of approximately 0.10mB . We note that for
Cu(001)-p(232)-Co-sub the induced polarization is stro
ger for the nearest neighbor from the surface layer, 0.10mB ,
while the magnetic moment of the nearest neighbor in
subsurface layer is negligible, 0.01mB . A negative net polar-
ization of the interstitial region of the order of 0.10mB is
found for the substitutional geometries and thep(131)
monolayer. This polarization is due mainly to thes and p
states of Cu and for 1 ML Co/Cu~001! is in line with a
previous DFT result.31 On the other hand, for the on-surfac
adsorption of submonolayer coverages~0.25 and 0.50 ML!
the value is positive which can be attributed to the stron
expansion of the spin density of Co in the vacuum region

-

FIG. 8. s, p, and d contributions to the total density of state
from the Co muffin tin for 0.25 ML~dotted line!, 0.50 ML ~dashed
line!, and 1.0 ML~solid line! Co adsorbed on-surface on Cu~001!.
Positive LDOS indicates the majority states, negative LDOS
minority states. The calculated DOS were broadened by a Gaus
with a width of 2s50.2 eV.
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VI. NUCLEATION POTENTIAL
OF SUBSTITUTIONAL Co ATOMS

As discussed in Sec. IV in the initial stage of grow
single cobalt atoms are likely to exchange sites with cop
atoms from the substrate layer. Due to the substitutional
sorption at low coverages, we have an unexpected situa
on the surface: some cobalt atoms are incorporated in
substrate layer and there are cobalt as well as copper ada
diffusing on the surface. Recently, atomic exchange was
posed as a mechanism for island nucleation and the influe
of such pinning centers on island density and the island-
distributions was studied using mean-field rate equations
Monte Carlo simulations.2,3,7 In this section we investigate
quantitatively the nucleation potential of the substitution
cobalt atoms and compare to the behavior of 3d impurities in
Fe~001!.

We calculated the adsorption energy of Co and Cu ato
at hollow sites on the clean Cu~001! and the adsorbate sys
tem withp(333) substitutional Co atoms. The isolated ad
tom on the clean Cu~001!-surface is marked as ‘‘far.’’ De-
pending on the position with respect to the substituted
atom there are two different adsorption sites on
Cu(001)-p(333)-Co-sub surface: one where the adato
~Co or Cu! is the nearest neighbor@Fig. 10~a!# and another
where it is 1.5aCu

0 away from the substituted Co atom@Fig.
10~b!#.

In our previous work11 the atomic positions of the sub
strate Cu(001)-p(333)-Co-sub in the adsorbate system
shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b! were fixed to the positions o
the bare substrate~as already addressed in Sec. III surface
atoms and substitutional Co relax 3% and 7% inwards,

FIG. 9. Spin-density plots of ap(232) structure with Co ada-
tom at on-surface~upper panel! or substitutional~lower panel! ad-
sorption sites. The grey regions correspond to regions of pos
spin density while regions of negative spin density are marked o
by contour lines. The contour lines start at61023e/bohr3 and have
a separation of a factor of 10. The plots show a cross section a

the ~100! and (11̄0) planes.
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spectively!. The height of the adsorbate above the surfa
was 7% and 10% shorter than the interlayer spacing in b
copper for a Cu and Co adatom, respectively. We have n
optimized the height of the adsorbate as well as of the s
stitutional Co. We find that the Cu adatom relaxes 10%
wards in both configurations, Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, while Co
relaxes by217% if it is 1.5aCu

0 away from the substituted
Co atom@Fig. 10~b!# and by219% as a nearest neighbor
it @Fig. 10~a!#. The height of the Co atom does not chan
noticeably except for the system where the Co adatom
nearest neighbor to the incorporated Co. In this case the
stitutional Co relaxes by only 3.6% inwards. Additionally th
lateral relaxation for the systems in Fig. 10~a! was calcu-
lated. The most distinct feature is the contraction of the d
tance between the adatom and the substitutional Co, whe
the effect is much stronger in case of a Co adatom, 2.16
than for Cu, 2.38 Å.

The adsorption energy of these systems is calcula
analogous toEad on the clean Cu~001! surface @Eq. ~1!#
where instead ofECu(001) the total energy of the Co
substitutedp(333)-Cu(001) surface is considered. The r
sults are listed in Table. II as energy changes with resp
to the ones of the isolated adatoms~‘‘far’’ ! on Cu~001!
(ECu-far

ad 53.68 eV, ECo-far
ad 53.95 eV). For all systems the

structural optimization leads to a gain in adsorption ene
compared to the energy of the partially relaxed geomet
~energies given in brackets!. The strongest effect is found fo
a Co adatom adsorbed as a nearest neighbor to the sub
tional Co. However, the qualitative trends hold both for t
partially and fully relaxed systems.

The adsorption energies show that the Co adatom is
ways bound stronger on the surface than the Cu adatom
to a strongerd-d andd-sp hybridization. The higher adsorp
tion energy of Co may be considered as an implication t
Co is less mobile than Cu.33

In order to establish the relation between energetic tre
and the underlying electronic effects we have plotted

TABLE II. Calculated adsorption energy changes of Co and
adatoms at a fcc hollow site on the intermixed Cu(001)-p(3
33)-Co-sub surface with respect toEad for the clean Cu~001! sur-
face. The values in parentheses correspond to the partially rel
geometries reported in Ref. 11.

Adsorption position DECu
ad ~eV! DECo

ad ~eV!

1.5aCu
0 20.03 (20.06) 0.02 (20.08)

Nearest neighbor 0.22~0.16! 0.55 ~0.26!

e
ly

ng

FIG. 10. Structures of (333) substitutional Co on Cu~001! with
additional adatoms~Co or Cu! at an on-surface hollow site as~a!
nearest neighbor or~b! 1.5 aCu

0 away from the substituted Co atom
8-7
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adsorption induced changes of the electron density for
~Fig. 11! and Co~Fig. 12! on the clean Cu~001! surface and
on the Co substitutedp(333)-Cu(001) surface. Analogou
to the electron density plots in Fig. 4, in the upper pan
Dn(r ) is given with respect to the clean Cu~001! surface and
a free-standing~Cu or Co! p(333)-adsorbate layer while in
the lower two panels the reference system is Cu(001)-p(3
33)-Co-sub and a free-standing~Cu or Co! p(333)-
adsorbate layer. The upper panels of Figs. 12 and 4 s
the on-surface adsorption of cobalt on Cu~001! for two dif-
ferent coverages of 0.11 ML and 0.25 ML. The adsorpt
induced features ofn(r ) bear a strong resemblance; i.e.,
distances bigger than 2aCu

0 the interaction between the adso
bates seems to be negligible. This fact is also reflected in
adsorption energies, e.g.,Ep(333)

ad 53.95 eV and Ep(232)
ad

53.94 eV.
The upper two panels in Figs. 11 and 12, visualizing

electron density changes upon adsorption of a Cu or Co
tom on the clean Cu~001! surface and on the substitute
p(333) surface 1.5aCu

0 away from the embedded Co atom
also look very similar. Indeed, the corresponding adsorp
energies are close, which confirms the previous statem
that the adatoms are practically not sensitive to the envir
ment going beyond second-nearest neighbors.

A comparison of the two adsorption sites on the sub
tuted surface in Figs. 11 and 12 makes the role of the in
porated Co atoms aspinning centersdistinct. In the case
where the adatom adsorbs as a nearest neighbor of the i
porated Co~lowest panel in both figures! the changes of
electron density are much more dramatic and show a s
stantial asymmetry, i.e., a stronger electron charge redistr
tion takes place on the line connecting the adsorbate with
embedded Co. A depletion of the electron density occ
on the vacuum side of the adsorbate whileDn(r ) increases
substantially between the adsorbate and the substituted
atom. We note that the electronic changes are cle
stronger for the Co adatom than for the Cu adatom,
with respect to energetics, the effect of pinning is 2 tim
stronger for Co~0.53 eV! than for Cu~0.25 eV!. The conse-
quences of pinning on surface morphology are discus
elsewhere.11

In a recent DFT study applying the KKR method Non
et al.9 report a strong tendency towards substitutional
sorption also for 3d transition-metal adatoms on Fe~001!.
However, in contrast to Co on Cu~001!, they found that the
pair complex @Fig. 10~a!# is unstable and the Fe adato
would prefer to diffuse away from the incorporated 3d im-
purity. This is partly due to the magnetic coupling of the 3d
impurity or Fe adatom to the magnetic substrate, partly, a
the case of a Cu impurity, it can be understood in a sim
bond-cutting model: Fe-Fe bonds are stronger than Fe-
bonds. Thus the system prefers to maximize the numbe
Fe-Fe bonds. In the case of Co on Cu~001! the situation is
the opposite: Co-Co bonds are stronger than Co-Cu bo
while the latter are stronger than Cu-Cu bonds. The effec
pinning at incorporated Co atoms is a consequence of
picture. Since this model holds also for other 3d elements on
Cu~001! ~or another noble metal substrate! the results for Co
on Cu~001! should apply for a broader class of transitio
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FIG. 11. Change of electron density upon adsorption of 0.11
of Cu on the clean Cu~001! surface~upper panel! and the system
with p(333) substitutional Co atoms at an on-surface hollow s
1.5aCu

0 away from the substituted Co atom~middle panel! and as a
nearest neighbor of it~lower panel!. The adsorbate induced chang
are given with respect to the clean Cu~001! surface~upper! and
Cu(0001)-p(333)-sub ~lower two panels! and a free Cu-p(3
33) monolayer. The grey regions correspond to regions
electron-density increase while regions of electron-density de
tion are marked only by contour lines. The contour lines star
6231023 bohr23 and have a separation of 431023 bohr23. The
plots show a cross section along the~100! plane.
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FIG. 12. Change of electron density upon adsorption of 0.11
of Co on the clean Cu~001! surface~upper panel! and the system
with p(333) substitutional Co atoms at an on-surface hollow s
1.5aCu

0 away from the substituted Co atom~middle panel! and as a
nearest neighbor of it~lower panel!. The adsorbate induced chang
are given with respect to the clean Cu~001! surface~upper! and
Cu(0001)-p(333)-sub ~lower two panels! and a free Co-p(3
33) monolayer. The grey regions correspond to regions
electron-density increase while regions of electron-density de
tion are marked only by contour lines. The contour lines star
6231023e/bohr23 and have a separation of 431023 bohr23. The
plots show a cross section along the~100! plane.
15541
metal elements on a noble-metal substrate. In fact sim
behavior was observed recently for Fe/Cu~001!,7

Fe/Au~001!,35 and Ni/Cu~001!.36

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, we performed DFT calculations with the F
LAPW method for Co on Cu~001! and coverages between
and 1 ML. The results show that in the initial stage
growth, while still unaware of the presence of other Co a
toms, Co prefers to assume a high coordination with s
strate atoms in a substitutional site as opposed to adsorp
on a fourfold hollow site on the surface. However, wi
growing coverage the exchange processes become less
compared to the formation of compact Co clusters. Althou
the magnetic solutions are always lower in energy, the e
getic trends remain unaffected by magnetism. The polar
tion induced by the magnetic Co adatom in the substrate
an oscillatory character in both vertical and lateral directio
and indicates that the magnetic coupling of the adatom
mediated by the substrate.

A consequence of the substitutional adsorption in the
tial stages of growth is that besides the embedded Co at
there are not only Co but also Cu adatoms diffusing on
surface. The DFT calculations show that the incorporated
atoms act as nucleation centers for Co and Cu adatom
the surface, the effect being considerably stronger for
adatoms. The analysis of the electronic and structu
changes supports this picture.

The substitutional adsorption of Co on Cu~001! and the
pinning at incorporated Co adatoms can be understood
result of the relative strength and competition betwe
adsorbate-adsorbate, adsorbate-substrate, and subs
substrate bonds. This suggests a similar behavior for o
transition-metal elements on a noble-metal substrate as
cated in recent experiments for Fe/Cu~001!,7 Fe/Au~001!,35

and Ni/Cu~001!.36
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TABLE III. The adsorption energiesELDA
ad andEGGA

ad of the on-
surface and substitutional adsorption geometries for different c
erages calculated within the LDA and GGA, respectively, are giv
in eV per adsorbate atom. The lateral parameter is set to the c
sponding~LDA or GGA! equilibrium lattice constant of copper.

Coverage System ELDA
ad EGGA

ad

Q50.25 ML Cu(001)-p(232)-Co 3.95 2.87
Cu(001)-p(232)-Co-sub 5.26 3.98

Q50.50 ML Cu(001)-c(232)-Co 3.98 2.86
Cu(001)-c(232)-Co-sub 5.13 3.87

Q51.00 Cu(001)-p(131)-Co 5.38 4.08
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APPENDIX

In order to investigate the importance of nonlocal e
change and correlation effects on the adsorption energie
performed calculations with the LDA~Ref. 12! and with the
GGA ~Ref. 13! for adsorbate systems with Co adatoms
on-surface and substitutional sites for different coverag
The lateral parameter was set to the lattice constants of
per obtained within the LDA and GGA approaches, resp
tively. The LDA value of 3.55 Å is 1.7% smaller than th
measured one, 3.61 Å, while with the GGA the lattice p
rameter~3.65 Å! is 1.1% bigger than the experimental valu
~zero-point vibrations are neglected in the theory!. The re-
sults are given in Table III.
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The difference betweenELDA
ad andEGGA

ad is of the order of
1 eV. This behavior is consistent with results for other ads
bate systems.34 The main reason is that while the LDA ove
estimates cohesive energies, a substantial improvement
be achieved within the GGA. Especially in the description
the free Co atom needed as a reference system in Eq~1!
nonlocal exchange and correlation effects become impor
because the electron density gradient is large. However,Ead

is calculated per adsorbate atom. Thus the effects cancel
tially if we look at adsorption energy differences. For e
ample, forQ50.25 ML the substitutional adsorbate geom
etry Cu(001)-p(232)-Co-sub is favored over the on
surface Cu(001)-p(232)-Co by 1.31 eV within the LDA
and by 1.11 eV within the GGA. Thus, although the absol
values of the adsorption energy change, the qualitative tre
are the same within the LDA and GGA.
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